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Policy Statement 

Summary It is vital that the relationship between the police service and the media 
summary is at all times professional, transparent and capable of 
withstanding independent scrutiny.   

The release of information and images to the media demonstrates support 
for the principles of:  
• Effective and efficient criminal justice;
• Improving victim confidence in the police and the criminal justice system;
• Deterring offenders;
• Promoting crime prevention; and
• Improving and increasing crime detection.

The aims of this policy procedure are to explain: 
• The responsibilities of police officers and police staff when dealing with the

media and releasing information or images;
• What information and images can be released to the public;
• The circumstances when a person arrested or charged will be named or an

image of a convicted person will be considered for release;
• The procedures in relation to the release of information and images; and
• The assessment, authority levels or consultation required before this takes

place.

Scope This policy procedure applies to all police officers and police staff and, in 
particular, investigating officers, intelligence staff and corporate 
communications officers.  
For the purposes of this policy “images" refers to photographs of convicted 
offenders, but may also include CCTV (e.g. footage may be released post trial 
of defendant interviews or defendants being charged) and other similar 
media.  

Principles 

General • The police service has a duty to safeguard the confidentiality and integrity 
of information, which must be balanced against the duty to be open and 
transparent wherever possible.

• Any police officer or member of police staff who has contact with the media 
must familiarise themselves with the College of Policing Guidance on 
relationships with the media.

• Any police officer or member of police staff who has a meeting or interview 
with a journalist, which does not result in any formal record being held on 
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any existing Force systems, must record it in their electronic pocket 
notebook.  If they do not have one, then they must make a written note. 

• West Yorkshire Police expects the highest standards of integrity from all its
employees and this must underpin all contact with the media.

• To ensure greater consistency between police forces regarding naming
individuals arrested or charged, West Yorkshire Police will adhere to the
national guidance published by the College of Policing on relationships with
the media.

• The Force is responsible for justifying the release of information and
images.

Naming Individuals 

Arrested 

Principles • West Yorkshire Police will provide non-identifiable information of arrested
persons i.e.:
 age; 
 gender; 
 offence and a general location of arrest. 

• For example, a 26 year old man has been arrested on suspicion of theft at
an address in Halifax.

• West Yorkshire Police will also provide non-identifiable information of
persons who voluntarily attend at a police station.

• For example, WYP can confirm that a 26 year man has been interviewed in
relation to a theft. (if asked whether they have been arrested we will
confirm they voluntarily attended at a police station).

• Personal information about witnesses or victims will not be disclosed
without:
 An assurance that there are no legal restrictions which apply; and 
 The agreement of the witness or victim. 

• Where an agreement cannot be reached, there must be a public interest
reason for releasing that information.

• It is not the policy of West Yorkshire Police to name persons who are
arrested to the media or the public, unless there are exceptional
circumstances, e.g.:
 Threat to life 
 Prevention or detection of crime; or 
 A matter of public interest and confidence. 

• A chief officer will make the decision to name an arrested person on a case
by case basis.

• The Force Press Office will record the chief officer's reasons for releasing or
not releasing the information on the call logging system.
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Charged 

Principles • It is the policy of West Yorkshire Police to name persons who are charged
but it is not practical for the Force to routinely do this for all persons
charged.  However, we will in cases where we would normally release
details of the charges, e.g.:
 As a court note; or  
 Following specific media or public interest. 

• At the point of charge, the following information can be released for an
adult providing there are no legal restrictions which apply:
 Name; 
 General address; 
 Occupation; and 
 Charge details. 

• Where a person is subject to a postal requisition, West Yorkshire Police will
seek to provide details of the name and charge where it has been served in
person or on the second business day after the day on which it was posted
or despatched. This will be confirmed through liaison with the officer in the
case. (this is in line with the Criminal Procedure Rules)

• The Crown Prosecution Service has advised that, if the Force does not
name an individual at the point of charge, any decision should be made in
conjunction with them.

• In certain cases, e.g. an individual is charged with a serious sexual offence,
it is good practice for the officer in the case (OIC) to:
 Inform the victim that the suspect’s name is being released to the media; 
 Carry out a risk assessment on the person charged; and  
 Make sure the release of information does not identify the victim.   

• The release of information can be delayed to give time for this to take
place but should be discussed with the Force Corporate Communications
Manager.

Releasing Images 

Criteria 

Principles • The release of images must be conducted in a way that demonstrates
legitimacy, proportionality and necessity.

• Legitimate reasons include (but are not limited to):
 Prevention and detection of crime; 
 Encouraging witnesses/victims to come forward;  
 Discouraging offenders;  
 Reassuring and informing the public; and  
 Reinforcing confidence in the criminal justice system. 
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• Any decision to release an image must be proportionate. Proportionality
may be demonstrated:
 by the seriousness of the crime and / or the penalty, to highlight the 

administration of justice; or  
 If it is in the public interest.  

• The release of images must be necessary in pursuit of the legitimate
purpose (as above).

• Custody photographs of convicted persons can be considered for public
release if a custodial sentence of 18 months or greater is given at a crown
court.

• For custodial sentences of less than 18 months, the release of images
must:
 Be assessed in line with Force priorities; or   
 Demonstrate a substantial joint enterprise, etc. i.e. offences committed 

during an outbreak of public disorder.  
• Images will not be released:
 If the defendant has already served their sentence; or  
 Of a juvenile unless reporting restrictions have been lifted by a court and 

senior investigating officer (SIO)/officer in case (OIC) has given their 
authority.  

• Care must be taken in relation to sex offenders to ensure victims are not
identified as (Section 1 of Sexual Offences (Amendment Act 1992).

Dealing with a Request 

Principles • West Yorkshire Police will only issue photographs to the media and the
public where this Force is leading on the case.

• If a case is being led by another agency, the Force will provide that lead
agency with an image but will ensure that it is released in line with the
above criteria.

• A decision to release must be made on a case by case basis and all images
must be accompanied by a Copyright notice.

• No image of a convicted person will be released without the agreement of
Corporate Communications Officers (except those released via the In the
Dock policy procedure).

• SIO/OICs should:
 Highlight cases of interest to Corporate Communications Officers, where

possible, ahead of court appearances; and   
 Send images of defendants which can be released following conviction if 

the above criteria are met. 
• Corporate Communications Officers must satisfy themselves that the

request meets the release criteria and note the rationale for release of the
image on the press office log along with the image.

• Where a media outlet requests photographs, they should provide enough
details about the defendant to ensure that they can be identified on police
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systems including: 
 Name; 
 Date of birth;  
 Address; and  
 Date and location of offence. 
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Additional Information 

Compliance This policy complies with the following legislation, policy and guidance: 
• Data Protection Act 1998.
• Human Rights Act 1998
• ACPO Guidance on the release of images of suspects and
• defendants
• College of Policing Guidance on relationships with the media
• The Criminal Procedure Rules 2015 (as amended 2016-19), Part 4
• Using images to identify suspects (caught on camera) policy
• Wanted on warrant policy 
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